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Current status (-05)

• The draft received detailed reviews from Marco and Juan Carlos before Vancouver
  • Comments were addressed and incorporated into -04
• After Vancouver, the draft has been revised, cleaning up some text as well as addressing comments received at the mailing list
Changes from -04 (Vancouver)

- Text added to section 3.2.1 (MN sharing a common set of prefixes on all MAGs) to clarify IP address configuration in this scenario
- Section 5 has been rewritten to better explain the operation of the proposed extensions
  - This includes additional explanations on how the draft re-uses RFC5648 and RFC6089 concepts
- Section 8 (Security Considerations) has been extended
  - It now includes more details and examples of IPsec configuration
- Some additional clarifications and clean ups here and there
  - Meant to address comments received on the mailing list
Next steps

• Draft is ready for WGLC